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Global Edition

Signals and Systems in Biomedical Engineering
In response to the recent growth of interest in polyspectra, this timely text
provides an introduction to signal processing methods that are based on
polyspectra and cumulants concepts. KEY TOPICS: The emphasis of the book is
placed on the presentation of signal processing tools for use in situations where
the more common power spectrum estimation techniques fall short. MARKET: This
manual will be valuable to practicing engineers who need an introduction to
polyspectra from a signal processing perspective.

Circuits, Signals and Systems for Bioengineers
Circuits, Signals and Systems for Bioengineers: A MATLAB-Based Introduction,
Third Edition, guides the reader through the electrical engineering principles that
can be applied to biological systems. It details the basic engineering concepts that
underlie biomedical systems, medical devices, biocontrol and biomedical signal
analysis, providing a solid foundation for students in important bioengineering
concepts. Fully revised and updated to better meet the needs of instructors and
students, the third edition introduces and develops concepts through
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computational methods that allow students to explore operations, such as
correlations, convolution, the Fourier transform and the transfer function. New
chapters have been added on image analysis, noise, stochastic processes and
ergodicity, and new medical examples and applications are included throughout
the text. Covers current applications in biocontrol, with examples from
physiological systems modeling, such as the respiratory system Includes revised
material throughout, with improved clarity of presentation and more biological,
physiological and medical examples and applications Includes a new chapter on
noise, stochastic processes, non-stationary and ergodicity Includes a separate new
chapter featuring expanded coverage of image analysis Includes support materials,
such as solutions, lecture slides, MATLAB data and functions needed to solve the
problems

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) System Design Engineering
This document constitutes a detailed set of lecture slides on signals and systems,
covering both the continuous-time and discrete-time cases. Some of the topics
considered include: signal properties, elementary signals, system properties, lineartime invariant systems, convolution, Fourier series, Fourier transform, Laplace
transform, z transform, complex analysis, and partial fraction expansions.
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Wavelets and Subband Coding
Aimed at signal processors and computer scientists, this book of self-contained
discussions explores how computer science can enhance the performance of signal
processing systems and their design.

Underwater Acoustic System Analysis
Getting mixed signals in your signals and systemscourse? The concepts covered in
a typical signals and systemscourse are often considered by engineering students
to be some ofthe most difficult to master. Thankfully, Signals & SystemsFor
Dummies is your intuitive guide to this tricky course,walking you step-by-step
through some of the more complex theoriesand mathematical formulas in a way
that is easy to understand. From Laplace Transforms to Fourier Analyses, Signals
&Systems For Dummies explains in plain English the difficultconcepts that can trip
you up. Perfect as a study aid or tocomplement your classroom texts, this friendly,
hands-on guidemakes it easy to figure out the fundamentals of signaland system
analysis. Serves as a useful tool for electrical and computer engineeringstudents
looking to grasp signal and system analysis Provides helpful explanations of
complex concepts andtechniques related to signals and systems Includes workedthrough examples of real-world applicationsusing Python, an open-source software
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tool, as well as a customfunction module written for the book Brings you up-tospeed on the concepts and formulas you need toknow Signals & Systems For
Dummies is your ticket toscoring high in your introductory signals and
systemscourse.

Lecture Slides for Signals and Systems (Edition 2.0)
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a mathematical method widely used in signal
processing. This book focuses on the application of the FFT in a variety of areas:
Biomedical engineering, mechanical analysis, analysis of stock market data,
geophysical analysis, and the conventional radar communications field.

Applications of Digital Signal Processing
These twenty lectures have been developed and refined by Professor Siebert
during the more than two decades he has been teaching introductory Signals and
Systems courses at MIT. The lectures are designed to pursue a variety of goals in
parallel: to familiarize students with the properties of a fundamental set of
analytical tools; to show how these tools can be applied to help understand many
important concepts and devices in modern communication and control engineering
practice; to explore some of the mathematical issues behind the powers and
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limitations of these tools; and to begin the development of the vocabulary and
grammar, common images and metaphors, of a general language of signal and
system theory. Although broadly organized as a series of lectures, many more
topics and examples (as well as a large set of unusual problems and laboratory
exercises) are included in the book than would be presented orally. Extensive use
is made throughout of knowledge acquired in early courses in elementary electrical
and electronic circuits and differential equations. Contents: Review of the
"classical" formulation and solution of dynamic equations for simple electrical
circuits; The unilateral Laplace transform and its applications; System functions;
Poles and zeros; Interconnected systems and feedback; The dynamics of feedback
systems; Discrete-time signals and linear difference equations; The unilateral Ztransform and its applications; The unit-sample response and discrete-time
convolution; Convolutional representations of continuous-time systems; Impulses
and the superposition integral; Frequency-domain methods for general LTI
systems; Fourier series; Fourier transforms and Fourier's theorem; Sampling in
time and frequency; Filters, real and ideal; Duration, rise-time and bandwidth
relationships: The uncertainty principle; Bandpass operations and analog
communication systems; Fourier transforms in discrete-time systems; Random
Signals; Modern communication systems. William Siebert is Ford Professor of
Engineering at MIT. Circuits, Signals, and Systems is included in The MIT Press
Series in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, copublished with McGrawHill.
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Geophysical Signal Analysis
Symbolic and Knowledge-based Signal Processing
"More than half of the 600+ problems in the second edition of Signals & Systems
are new, while the remainder are the same as in the first edition. This manual
contains solutions to the new problems, as well as updated solutions for the
problems from the first edition."--Pref.

Signals and Systems
This text, an introduction to geophysical signal analysis, is concerned with the
construction, analysis, and interpretation of mathematical and statistical models. In
general, it is intended to provide material of interest to upper undergraduate
students in mathematics, science, and engineering. Much of this book requires only
a knowledge of elementary algebra. However, at some points, a familiarity with
elementary calculus and matrix algebra is needed. The practical use of the
concepts and techniques developed is illustrated by numerous applications. Care
has been taken to choose examples that are of interest to a variety of readers.
Therefore, the book contains material of interest to both geophysicists and those
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engaged in digital signal analysis in disciplines other than geophysics. This book is
a reprint of the 1980 Prentice-Hall volume of the same title.

Schaum's Outline of Signals and Systems
In the past few years Biomedical Engineering has received a great deal of attention
as one of the emerging technologies in the last decade and for years to come, as
witnessed by the many books, conferences, and their proceedings. Media
attention, due to the applications-oriented advances in Biomedical Engineering,
has also increased. Much of the excitement comes from the fact that technology is
rapidly changing and new technological adventures become available and feasible
every day. For many years the physical sciences contributed to medicine in the
form of expertise in radiology and slow but steady contributions to other more
diverse fields, such as computers in surgery and diagnosis, neurology, cardiology,
vision and visual prosthesis, audition and hearing aids, artificial limbs,
biomechanics, and biomaterials. The list goes on. It is therefore hard for a person
unfamiliar with a subject to separate the substance from the hype. Many of the
applications of Biomedical Engineering are rather complex and difficult to
understand even by the not so novice in the field. Much of the hardware and
software tools available are either too simplistic to be useful or too complicated to
be understood and applied. In addition, the lack of a common language between
engineers and computer scientists and their counterparts in the medical
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profession, sometimes becomes a barrier to progress.

Electrical Engineering
This introductory text assists students in developing the ability to understand and
analyze both continuous and discrete-time systems. The authors present the most
widely used techniques of signal and system analysis in a highly readable and
understandable fashion. *Covers the most widely used techniques of signal and
system analysis. *Separate treatment of continuous-time and discrete-time signals
and systems. *Extensive treatment of Fourier analysis. *A flexible structure making
the text accessible to a variety of courses. *Makes extensive use of mathematics in
an engineering context. *Uses an abundance of examples to illustrate ideas and
apply the theoretical results.

The Fast Fourier Transform and Its Applications
Confusing Textbooks? Missed Lectures? Tough Test Questions? Fortunately for you,
there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to
help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster
learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential
course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get
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hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.
This Schaum's Outline gives you Practice problems with full explanations that
reinforce knowledge Coverage of the most up-to-date developments in your course
field In-depth review of practices and applications Fully compatible with your
classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use
Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum's
Outlines-Problem Solved.

Signals and Systems
Digital Signal Processing
This comprehensive exploration of signals and systems develops continuous-time
and discrete-time concepts/methods in parallel, highlighting the similarities and
differences, and features introductory treatments of the applications of these basic
methods in such areas as filtering, communication, sampling, discrete-time
processing of continuous-time signals, and feedback. Relatively self-contained, the
text assumes no prior experience with system analysis, convolution, Fourier
analysis, or Laplace and z-transforms. This edition includes a companion book of
MATLAB-based computer exercises for each topic in the text. Material on Fourier
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analysis has been reorganized significantly to provide an easier path for the
student to master and appreciate the importance of this topic. Frequency-domain
filtering is now introduced very early in the development to provide a central and
concrete illustration of why this topic is important and to provide some intuition
with a minimal amount of mathematical preliminaries.

Discrete-Time Signal Processing
A central goal of signal processing is to describe real-time signals, be it for
computation, compression, or understanding. This book presents a unified view of
wavelets and subband coding with a signal processing perspective. Covers the
discrete-time case, or filter banks; development of wavelets; continuous wavelet
and local Fourier transforms; efficient algorithms for filter banks and wavelet
computations; and signal compression. *provides broad coverage of theory and
applications and a different perspective based on signal processing. *gives
framework for applications in speech, audio, image and video compression as used
in multimedia. *includes sufficient background material so that people without
signal processing knowledge will find it useful.

Signals and Systems
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Structure and Interpretation of Signals and Systems
This is a superb source of quickly accessible information on the whole area of
electrical engineering and electronics. It serves as a concise and quick reference,
with self-contained chapters comprising all important expressions, formulas, rules
and theorems, as well as many examples and applications.

Linear Systems and Signals
For upper-level undergraduate courses in deterministic and stochastic signals and
system engineering An Integrative Approach to Signals, Systems and Inference
Signals, Systems and Inference is a comprehensive text that builds on introductory
courses in time- and frequency-domain analysis of signals and systems, and in
probability. Directed primarily to upper-level undergraduates and beginning
graduate students in engineering and applied science branches, this new textbook
pioneers a novel course of study. Instead of the usual leap from broad introductory
subjects to highly specialized advanced subjects, this engaging and inclusive text
creates a study track for a transitional course. Properties and representations of
deterministic signals and systems are reviewed and elaborated on, including group
delay and the structure and behavior of state-space models. The text also
introduces and interprets correlation functions and power spectral densities for
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describing and processing random signals. Application contexts include pulse
amplitude modulation, observer-based feedback control, optimum linear filters for
minimum mean-square-error estimation, and matched filtering for signal detection.
Model-based approaches to inference are emphasized, in particular for state
estimation, signal estimation, and signal detection. The text explores ideas,
methods and tools common to numerous fields involving signals, systems and
inference: signal processing, control, communication, time-series analysis, financial
engineering, biomedicine, and many others. Signals, Systems and Inference is a
long-awaited and flexible text that can be used for a rigorous course in a broad
range of engineering and applied science curricula.

Schaum's Outline of Signals and Systems, Fourth Edition
Signals and Systems
The following studies are discussed in the report: Development of a high speed
digital processor for speech synthesis; design of two-dimensional recursive digital
filters; reconstruction of multi-dimensional signals from their projections; signal
analysis by cepstral prediction; speed transformations of speech; and the hardware
implementation of a non-recursive digital filter. (Modified author abstract).
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Modern Spectral Estimation
Ideal for advanced undergraduate and first-year graduate courses in analog filter
design and signal processing, Design of Analog Filters integrates theory and
practice in order to provide a modern and practical "how-to" approach to design. A
complete revision of Mac E. Van Valkenburg's classic work, Analog Filter Design
(1982), this text builds on the presentation and style of its predecessor, updating it
to meet the needs of today's engineering students and practicing engineers.
Reflecting recent developments in the field and emphasizing intuitive
understanding, it provides students with an up-to-date introduction and design
guidelines and also helps them to develop a "feel" for analog circuit behavior.
Design of Analog Filters, Second Edition, moves beyond the elementary treatment
of active filters built with opamps. The book discusses fundamental concepts;
opamps; first- and second-order filters; second-order filters with arbitrary
transmission zeros; filters with maximally flat magnitude, with equal ripple
(Chebyshev) magnitude, and with inverse Chebyshev and Cauer response
functions; frequency transformation; cascade designs; delay filters and delay
equalization; sensitivity; LC ladder filters; ladder simulations by element
replacement and by operational simulation; in addition, high-frequency filters
based on transconductance-C concepts and on designs using spiral inductors are
covered; as are switched-capacitor filters, and noise issues. Features * Includes a
wealth of examples, all of which have been tested on simulators or in actual
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industrial use * Uses the very easy-to-use and learn program Electronics
Workbench to help students simulate actual experimental behavior * Provides
sample design tables and design and performance curves * Avoids sophisticated
mathematics wherever possible in favor of algebraic or intuitive derivations *
Addresses practical and realistic design New to this Edition * Includes a chapter on
noise (Chapter 18) * Chapter 16 offers a comparison of active and passive inductor
design and a discussion of high-frequency active LC filter design using spiral
inductors * Texas Instruments OPA300 opamps replace the Harris HA2542-2
opamps

Higher-order Spectra Analysis
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed
by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough
Time? Textbook too Pricey? Fortunately, there’s Schaum’s. More than 40 million
students have trusted Schaum’s to help them succeed in the classroom and on
exams. Schaum’s is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject.
Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow,
topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and
practice exercises to test your skills. Schaum’s Outline of Signals and Systems,
Fourth Edition is packed hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice
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exercises to test your skills. This updated guide approaches the subject in a more
concise, ordered manner than most standard texts, which are often filled with
extraneous material. Schaum’s Outline of Signals and Systems, Fourth Edition
features: • 571 fully-solved problems • 20 problem-solving videos• 23 MATLAB
videos • Additional material on matrix theory and complex numbers • Clear,
concise explanations of all signals and systems concepts • Content supplements
the major leading textbook for signals and systems courses • Content that is
appropriate for Basic Circuit Analysis, Electrical Circuits, Electrical Engineering and
Circuit Analysis, Introduction to Circuit Analysis, AC and DC Circuits courses PLUS:
Access to the revised Schaums.com website and new app, containing 20 problemsolving videos, and more. Schaum’s reinforces the main concepts required in your
course and offers hundreds of practice exercises to help you succeed. Use
Schaum’s to shorten your study time—and get your best test scores! Schaum’s
Outlines—Problem solved.

Circuits, Signals, and Systems
New to P-H Signal Processing Series (Alan Oppenheim, Series Ed) this text covers
the principles and applications of "multidimensional" and "image" digital signal
processing. For Sr/grad level courses in image processing in EE departments.
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Continuous and Discrete Signals and Systems
Signals and Systems Made Ridiculously Simple
Some applications of digital signal processing in telecommunications. Digital
processing in audio signals. Digital processing of speech. Digital image processing.
Applications of digital signal processing to radar. Sonar signal processing. Digital
signal processing in geophysics.

Understanding Digital Signal Processing
Underwater Aacoustic System Analysis provides a comprehensive exploration of
underwater acoustics, acoustic signal generation, and acoustic signal processing
for the practicing systems analyst and systems engineer. This second edition, first
published in 1991, contains all the valuable information in the earlier edition plus a
detailed discussion of of adaptive processing as applied to spatial filtering.
Highlights of the book are: * Generation and propagation of compressional acoustic
acoustic waves in the ocean * narrowband signatures of surface ships caused by
cavitating propeller blades and diesel engine firing * Optimization of signal-to-noise
ratio and spatial reslution in the presence of multiple acoustic signals * Ambient
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noise in the ocean, and * Examples of sytem performance analysis

Signals and Systems For Dummies
Concisely covers all the important concepts in an easy-to-understand way Gaining
a strong sense of signals and systems fundamentals is key for general proficiency
in any electronic engineering discipline, and critical for specialists in signal
processing, communication, and control. At the same time, there is a pressing
need to gain mastery of these concepts quickly, and in a manner that will be
immediately applicable in the real word. Simultaneous study of both continuous
and discrete signals and systems presents a much easy path to understanding
signals and systems analysis. In A Practical Approach to Signals and Systems,
Sundararajan details the discrete version first followed by the corresponding
continuous version for each topic, as discrete signals and systems are more often
used in practice and their concepts are relatively easier to understand. In addition
to examples of typical applications of analysis methods, the author gives
comprehensive coverage of transform methods, emphasizing practical methods of
analysis and physical interpretations of concepts. Gives equal emphasis to theory
and practice Presents methods that can be immediately applied Complete
treatment of transform methods Expanded coverage of Fourier analysis Selfcontained: starts from the basics and discusses applications Visual aids and
examples makes the subject easier to understand End-of-chapter exercises, with a
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extensive solutions manual for instructors MATLAB software for readers to
download and practice on their own Presentation slides with book figures and
slides with lecture notes A Practical Approach to Signals and Systems is an
excellent resource for the electrical engineering student or professional to quickly
gain an understanding of signal analysis concepts - concepts which all electrical
engineers will eventually encounter no matter what their specialization. For
aspiring engineers in signal processing, communication, and control, the topics
presented will form a sound foundation to their future study, while allowing them
to quickly move on to more advanced topics in the area. Scientists in chemical,
mechanical, and biomedical areas will also benefit from this book, as increasing
overlap with electrical engineering solutions and applications will require a working
understanding of signals. Compact and self contained, A Practical Approach to
Signals and Systems be used for courses or self-study, or as a reference book.

Digital Spectral Analysis
Emphasizes the fundamentals of processing signals using digital techniques and
their application to practical problems. Topics include: the latest methods and
applications for sampling of continuous-time signals; transform analysis of LTI
systems, and digital filter design. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
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Design of Analog Filters
Amazon.com’s Top-Selling DSP Book for Seven Straight Years—Now Fully Updated!
Understanding Digital Signal Processing, Third Edition, is quite simply the best
resource for engineers and other technical professionals who want to master and
apply today’s latest DSP techniques. Richard G. Lyons has updated and expanded
his best-selling second edition to reflect the newest technologies, building on the
exceptionally readable coverage that made it the favorite of DSP professionals
worldwide. He has also added hands-on problems to every chapter, giving students
even more of the practical experience they need to succeed. Comprehensive in
scope and clear in approach, this book achieves the perfect balance between
theory and practice, keeps math at a tolerable level, and makes DSP exceptionally
accessible to beginners without ever oversimplifying it. Readers can thoroughly
grasp the basics and quickly move on to more sophisticated techniques. This
edition adds extensive new coverage of FIR and IIR filter analysis techniques,
digital differentiators, integrators, and matched filters. Lyons has significantly
updated and expanded his discussions of multirate processing techniques, which
are crucial to modern wireless and satellite communications. He also presents
nearly twice as many DSP Tricks as in the second edition—including techniques
even seasoned DSP professionals may have overlooked. Coverage includes New
homework problems that deepen your understanding and help you apply what
you’ve learned Practical, day-to-day DSP implementations and problem-solving
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throughout Useful new guidance on generalized digital networks, including discrete
differentiators, integrators, and matched filters Clear descriptions of statistical
measures of signals, variance reduction by averaging, and real-world signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) computation A significantly expanded chapter on sample rate
conversion (multirate systems) and associated filtering techniques New guidance
on implementing fast convolution, IIR filter scaling, and more Enhanced coverage
of analyzing digital filter behavior and performance for diverse communications
and biomedical applications Discrete sequences/systems, periodic sampling, DFT,
FFT, finite/infinite impulse response filters, quadrature (I/Q) processing, discrete
Hilbert transforms, binary number formats, and much more

Python for Signal Processing
For undergraduate-level courses in Signals and Systems. This comprehensive
exploration of signals and systems develops continuous-time and discrete-time
concepts/methods in parallel -- highlighting the similarities and differences -- and
features introductory treatments of the applications of these basic methods in such
areas as filtering, communication, sampling, discrete-time processing of
continuous-time signals, and feedback. Relatively self-contained, the text assumes
no prior experience with system analysis, convolution, Fourier analysis, or Laplace
and z-transforms.
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Advanced Topics in Signal Processing
This new edition of a successful text presents the subject of signals and systems in
a step-by-step, integrated manner. The concepts are developed gradually, with
continual reference to the practical situations where they would be applicable.
Solutions Manual (0-13-803693-4)

A Practical Approach to Signals and Systems
This book covers the fundamental concepts in signal processing illustrated with
Python code and made available via IPython Notebooks, which are live, interactive,
browser-based documents that allow one to change parameters, redraw plots, and
tinker with the ideas presented in the text. Everything in the text is computable in
this format and thereby invites readers to “experiment and learn” as they read.
The book focuses on the core, fundamental principles of signal processing. The
code corresponding to this book uses the core functionality of the scientific Python
toolchain that should remain unchanged into the foreseeable future. For those
looking to migrate their signal processing codes to Python, this book illustrates the
key signal and plotting modules that can ease this transition. For those already
comfortable with the scientific Python toolchain, this book illustrates the
fundamental concepts in signal processing and provides a gateway to further
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signal processing concepts.

Multidimensional Digital Signal Processing
Multidimensional signals and systems. Discrete fourier analysis of multidimensional
signals. Design and implementation of two-dimensional fir filters. Multidimensional
recursive systems. Design and implementation of two-dimensional iir filters.
Processing signals carried by propagation waves. Inverse problems.

Two-dimensional Signal and Image Processing
Signals and Systems
Signals and Systems Made Ridiculously Simple presents the core concepts and
applications of signal processing and linear system theory in a clear and concise
format. Each chapter provides carefully selected illustrations and examples to
make learning or relearning the material as simple as possible. This book is
designed to serve as both a study guide and reference book on this fundamental
subject. -- Back cover.
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Multirate Digital Signal Processing
Linear Systems and Signals, Third Edition, has been refined and streamlined to
deliver unparalleled coverage and clarity. It emphasizes a physical appreciation of
concepts through heuristic reasoning and the use of metaphors, analogies, and
creative explanations. The text uses mathematics not only to prove axiomatic
theory but also to enhance physical and intuitive understanding. Hundreds of fully
worked examples provide a hands-on, practical grounding of concepts and theory.
Its thorough content, practical approach, and structural adaptability make Linear
Systems and Signals, Third Edition, the ideal text for undergraduates.

Digital Video Processing
Intended for a one-semester advanced graduate course in digital signal processing
or as a reference for practicing engineers and researchers.

Discrete-time Signal Processing
Over the years, thousands of engineering students and professionals relied on
Digital Video Processing as the definitive, in-depth guide to digital image and video
processing technology. Now, Dr. A. Murat Tekalp has completely revamped the first
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edition to reflect today’s technologies, techniques, algorithms, and trends. Digital
Video Processing, Second Edition, reflects important advances in image
processing, computer vision, and video compression, including new applications
such as digital cinema, ultra-high-resolution video, and 3D video. This edition offers
rigorous, comprehensive, balanced, and quantitative coverage of image filtering,
motion estimation, tracking, segmentation, video filtering, and compression. Now
organized and presented as a true tutorial, it contains updated problem sets and
new MATLAB projects in every chapter. Coverage includes Multi-dimensional
signals/systems: transforms, sampling, and lattice conversion Digital images and
video: human vision, analog/digital video, and video quality Image filtering:
gradient estimation, edge detection, scaling, multi-resolution representations,
enhancement, de-noising, and restoration Motion estimation: image formation;
motion models; differential, matching, optimization, and transform-domain
methods; and 3D motion and shape estimation Video segmentation: color and
motion segmentation, change detection, shot boundary detection, video matting,
video tracking, and performance evaluation Multi-frame filtering: motioncompensated filtering, multi-frame standards conversion, multi-frame noise
filtering, restoration, and super-resolution Image compression: lossless
compression, JPEG, wavelets, and JPEG2000 Video compression: early standards,
ITU-T H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, HEVC, Scalable Video Compression, and stereo/multiview approaches
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Signals, Systems and Inference, Global Edition
The authors' practical design is based on the concept of a continuously operating
microphone (or group of microphones) sampling the environment and a speaker
(or group of speakers) producing interfering waves that will cancel unwanted noise.
(Technology & Industrial Arts)
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